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Mens medium length haircuts for fine hair

There's a haircut. And then there's a haircut. Karen Hobaugh, the artistic director and lead stylist at Raleigh's K. Elizabeth Salon, delivered the latter when she chopped 18 inches while transforming a client's very, very, very long hair into a shiny new manageable 'do. The woman had, from root to end, two and a half feet in length, Hobaugh tells Allure. She is
a young mother of two, and recently had a baby. This wasn't necessarily her first choice, but it kind of had to be done for her own sanity. She spent an hour drying her hair regularly. When she told me, other people turned heads in the salon. It's not normal. The density of her hair was also quite incredible. In before the photo, the length was down to her waist,
and Hobaugh estimates there were a few pounds of hair on her head. It was amazing, Hobaugh says. It's an emotional experience. She told me that her colleagues had cute hairstyles. She wasn't ready to go really short, with something like a bob, but she was willing to cut off a good bit of length. Her hair was not chemically treated and no color had been
added to it. The highlights were natural, which was revealing. It was beautiful. There were parts of gold in there, Hobaugh said. She had this brilliance to it. Hobaugh did a balayage to brighten the hair and bring bright ribbons through the root area. And then I pulled the low-light of a deep pearly blonde to break up the illuminated blonde through the bottom.
She then straightened and polished her hair. She says she spent about two and a half hours with her client. The final product was a big winner. She was doing really well. Her husband came by, stuck his head in there and said, wow, that's you. He had only known her with such long hair, Hobaugh said. She had always liked long hair and that's why it was so
emotional for her to cut it off. More hair stories:Now learn our favorite hair care choices from our Best of Beauty Awards: Follow Donna on Instagram and Twitter. Most people will say that men, like fine wines, get better with age. Whether that's true or not, it's up for debate, but getting older still requires maintenance, even for men. Our bodies change, our
priorities change, and our lives evolve. Case in point: Hair. What may have been a cool edgy haircut in your twenties may look like you're trying too hard when you reach your forties. The difference in age-appropriate men's haircuts is not drastic in most cases, but boils down to subtle changes. According to hairdresser Rodney Cutler, [Men] tend to want their
aesthetic to fit into their careers and their social environment, which is why you tend to see men with similar looks in certain jobs. There are specific issues that men deal with, since they age that can affect their hair. A lot of men are over losing their hair, says hairdresser John Barrett. Barrett. Right haircut can help camouflage thinning hair or make it seem
less drastic. While there are options beyond a haircut to help with thinning, he also sometimes says the best thing is to just embrace it (more on that later). Here, we round up our favorite haircuts for men over 40. Getty Literally no one can go wrong with the classic leading man side part. Ultimately, a lot of the styles older guys want are more classic, says
Cutler. The getty secret to fuller hair is not always how much you have, but how much texture your cut gives it. Asking your barber to texturize your hair helps it stand up more easily with less product. A cut like this isn't even a style, but it just looks pushed back and natural, says Barrett Getty Losing your hair is a reality for lots of guys, and the bad news is that
it's impossible to regrow hair you've already lost. Some guys choose to cut their losses and shave it completely. It can mean less maintenance, less stress, and a good look. Getty Keep the shape of a fade, but leaving the slide a little longer is the haircut similar to the boardroom to the bar. Getty When your hair turns gray, you may need to change your
product more than your style. Grey hair gets rough hair because there is a lack of moisture, cutler says. Creams, oils and gloss serum help control, but also add moisture. Instead of weighing hair down with pomade, switch to a styling cream to keep it in place. Getty Leaving natural waves a little further on top will help add volume and add a more relaxed,
relaxed quality. Keep it slightly shorter on the sides to add polish. Getty Not ready for full-on shave? A super-dense crop that leaves a little bit of hair is still low maintenance, but can camouflage inconsistencies in hair growth. Getty A buzz cut is not about cutting your hair a short length all over your head. Slightly tapered sides and letting it a little further on top
can help lengthen your face and make it look slimmer. Getty Even short hair can take advantage of texture. This makes the hair look fuller and can camouflage thinning a little bit, Cutler says. Just don't go too long if you notice thinning; longer hair will actually draw attention to lost volume. Use a matte clay or paste to help build up, but don't weigh down hair.
Getty Contrary to popular belief, not all men's haircuts should be short. If you had long hair when you were younger (and assuming thinning isn't a big problem for you), you can keep it as you get older. Keep it well over your shoulders and ask your stylist for layers. Getty Lots of guys use gels to slick back hair, but wet products can cling to hair and show
more scalp (making it look thinner). To slick back hair, use a styling cream to moisturize and build volume. Keep it medium length and do not try to use longer hair to cover up bald spots. Getty Embrace Embracing Waves can go a long way to help the hair look fuller. This shape looks like a fade, but uses natural texture to create more height on top. Use a
salt spray to build hair without weighing it down and looking over-styled. Getty Hair naturally gets thinner as we age, although we don't notice it falling out. Length can be your friend here as long as it's not all a length. You need inner length, says Cutler, which is when your barber cuts into the hair to create body. Getty If you lose your hair on top, having a lot
of bulk on the sides just will highlight what you lose, says Barrett. Get your hair cut tighter so everything just wants to float nicely. Getty The first place many men notice hair loss is on their hairline (it is an indicator of male pattern baldness). If you reced, be realistic, says Cutler. You don't have to try to completely hide it. A little bit of a recession is actually
quite attractive and realistic. Getty Use natural curls to build height on top of your head is like an optical illusion. It builds volume without weighty products. Keep the sides a little longer than a fade to show off the natural texture. Getty A more relaxed part can make your hair look fuller than a crisp, shellacked hairstyle. It's about what products you use. Use a
pomade that has a little bit of a natural feel for it instead of a gel, says Cutler. You can still get away with it at work, but look a little bit more playful and fashionable. Getty A shorter hairstyle that is neat and clean looks good at all, says Barrett. A military-inspired crew cut is large and a little more length on top makes it even suitable for civilians. Getty Instead of
trying to use bangs to cover up receding temples, ask your barber to mix them and cut them a little shorter. If you don't mix the temples, your eye is actually attracted to it, cutler says. It highlights the bald spot because of the amount of hair on the sides. Getty Length is your best friend when it comes to versatility, but that doesn't mean you have to have long
hair. Even a little bit of texturized length on top means you can style your hair natural and messy or smooth-backed and slim. Getty Longer hair can look cool on older guys as long as it is shaped properly. A small oval shape keeps the sides shorter for a cleaner appearance. Keep it just long enough for natural curls to be defined but not weighed down. Getty
There comes a time when we all need to grow up a little. Long hair can look messy on older guys (especially if you're not willing to put in the daily effort to style it), but a classic short fade will always look clean and stylish. Getty You can never go wrong with a classic, but to keep it from looking too square, shape it with your hands instead of a comb. This but
not shape will make it cooler. Getty Instead of trying to dye graying hair, embrace it. Using a subtle camouflage of color, adding more pepper to salt like Cutler says will take you back a few years, but still look natural and unforced. Getty Sometimes it's best not to overthink it. A fade works well at all (there's a reason why it's a classic), but a slightly lower
transition helps add height. Michael Tran/Stringer/Getty Images I've said it before and I'll say it again: Medium-length hair is the most versatile length. It's long enough to tie back into a ponytail or bun even short enough to style without spending too much time or effort (talking about styling, check out our favorite braided hairstyles for medium-length hair). As
someone who has had thin and fine hair all his life, the only length that really works for me (no matter how often I shake my fists to the sky) is medium-length. If my hair grows too long, it starts to look scraggly and sluggish there. If I cut it too short, it looks sad and limp. Medium-length gives movement and life to my hair while keeping any small amount of
natural volume that I have intact. But there are only so many cuts you can dream up on your own, which is why I'm all but hoarding celeb photos for salon inspiration. Below, discover some of my favorite shoulder-length hairstyles and cuts for fine hair along with expert styling advice from hair industry pros Melanie Bolton and Gretchen Friese. Note that some
of the haircuts below are featured on thick-haired celebrities; however, the focus should be on the logistics of the cut, all of which are suitable for thin hair. Meet Expert Melanie Bolton is a hairdresser and director of education at Flow.Gretchen Friese is a BosleyMD stylist and certified trichologist. She has over 20 years of beauty industry experience and is
based in Denver. 01 by 20 Steve Granitz/WireImage/Getty Images While it's good to avoid over-texturizing hair with lots of layers to maintain and amplify fullness, it doesn't necessarily mean you shouldn't have any layers. A shoulder-length cut with light layers will still have a blunt circumference, but will have volume and movement, says Friese. All you need
to style this look is Kérastase L'incroyable Blow-Dry Reshapable Lotion ($37) and a round brush. 02 by 20 Mark Sagliocco/Getty Images Nicole Richie's medium-length hair looks sleek and polished, thanks to big barrel waves and plenty of shine-we like Sachajuan Shine Serum ($33) to replicate the latter. Richie is proof that you don't have to fake huge
volume for an elegant, red carpet-worthy result. And lucky for us, this look is also very simple to achieve, says Bolton. On damp hair, apply a volumizing product to the root to add lifting. Next, blow-dry smooth with a large paddle brush, guide sections upwards and drying the root from to amplify the volume. Finally, use a large barrel curling iron to create loose
snake curls and finish the look with an all-over spritz of dry texture spray to keep curls from releasing throughout the day. View? Easy peasy. Consider adding soft baby lights to maximize the illusion of dimension and fullness to your look. 03 of 20 Jamie Mccarthy/Getty Images If you have fine locks and a shoulder-length haircut, take a page out of Zendaya's
book. Here her hair is softly tapered off at the ends and curled throughout. The waves add texture and movement, which can help fine hair seem fuller and healthier. The slightly tousled texture gives an undone feel, making it the ultimate cool-girl look. 04 by 20 Steve Granitz/Getty Images Lily Collins emits youthful, beachy vibes with her hair lived-in texture.
Her beach waves are ideal for those with limp strands as they work to lift and undulate hair, creating the illusion of extra body. The red lipstick and bold brows don't hurt either. 05 by 20 Michael Loccisano/WireImage/Getty Images While normal layers can have the effect that hair looks thinner-a clear no-no for those of us with already thin strands-interior or
invisible layers work to create texture and fullness. And according to Friese, they are also a great option for the person who wants to keep their hair on the long side. Because short hair supports long hair, adding shorter pieces during overlaying longer pieces will create a lot of volume. I recommend blow drying with BosleyMD Style+ Blow Dry &amp; Styling
Gel ($19) and a round brush to achieve volume, she says. 06 by 20 Tim Mosenfelder/Getty Images The secret of Elle Fanning's bouncy hair seems to be the softly curly ends that keep any indication of slackness out of the picture. Use a 1.5-inch curling iron, like the T3 Voluminous Curls 1.5 Clip Barrel ($95), to get the soft, seamless wave. We also suggest
washing strands with charcoal shampoo-our under-the-radar secret for clean, bouncy hair. 07 by 20 Joe Scarnici/Getty Images While those with fine threads should avoid a layer-heavy cut, there's another type of layered-look that can work for you, and it's one that we strongly encourage. Ciara shows us how incorporating long layers with a small wave gives
the impression of extra volume, density, and not to mention, romance. Feathery tapered ends also help breathe movement and jump into her mane. 08 by 20 Taylor Hill/Getty Images If you have fine hair and you avoid traditional bangs for fear that they will make your hair look sparse, Emma Watson's baby bangs may be the answer. Taking a highly textured,
shaved approach, the short feather strands are eye-catching and do not unravel in the least. It is important to apply a touch of medium-hold texture cream on damp hair in fringe for control and blow-dry this section from roots roots use your fingers to separate, say. Once the fringes are dry, you can proceed to styling lengths. Finish with a spritz of hairspray
(Bumble and Bumble Spray the Fashion Flexible Hold Hairspray, $32) all over the place, to lock in your look. Just knowing this fringe requires regular maintenance by the professionals, so if you are not engaged, we suggest passing on this style. 09 by 20 Frazer Harrison/Getty Images Jessica Alba's collar-leg grazing hair looks healthy and fully styled straight
and tucked in. There's nothing more elegant than a large medium-length cut to maximize volume, texture and style, says Bolton. Flipping ends inward is a simple, but effective, trick in making hair seem to have more body. Complete the look with a statement headband. 10 by 20 Ilya S. Savenok/Getty Images January Jones shows us how to add bangs to a
shoulder-length hairstyle. According to Bolton, [It] is the perfect alternative to fine hair as it has enough length to keep from being sluggish and enough texture to keep from falling flat. Bangs are long and wedged, which fit into the rest of her wavy hair perfectly. Although bangs can sometimes make fine hair look even finer, you can avoid the wood-cured look
by styling them with a texture spray like Moroccanoil Dry Texture Spray ($28). This fringe has a stand-alone style that provides versatility in how you choose to wear your lengths, says Bolton. For style, apply a volumizing product to damp hair at the roots. Blow-dry fringe directional, focusing airflow from the roots downwards, and using your fingers to tousle.
Finish by styling lengths into the desired look and applying dry texture spray to the fringe to provide lasting separation and control. 11 by 20 Michael Tran/Stringer/Getty Images Kerry Washington's lob looks thick and healthy, thanks to plenty of brilliance and small alternating waves. The side part brings volume to her roots, while the blunt ends bring density
down to the bottom. Basically, it's perfection. 12 by 20 Pascal Le Segretain/Getty Images Yes, Doutzen Kroe's hair looks majorly volumized here, but as fine-haired girls know, sometimes a little volumizing spray or hair-magnifying dry shampoo works wonders on second day strands. We love OGX Bodifying + Fiber Full Body Renew Dry Shampoo ($6), which
literally increases the hair up in front of our eyes. Nevertheless, her long layers build on each other, making the mid lengths of her hair look majorly dense. 13 by 20 JC Olivera/Getty Images Those with fine hair don't have to avoid bangs for fear that they will make strands seem sluggish. In fact, the right kind of bang can make the hair seem thicker than it
really is, and look super trendy while on it. If the hair is thick enough at the front, a deep, thick fringe is a good way to bring focus to a thicker part of the hair, says Friese. Being cut across the eyes will help the beautiful stand out. I recommend using BosleyMD Volumizing and Thickening Styling Mousse ($18) on wet bangs and blow drying with a flat brush
from side to side and then down to create the full blunt look. 14 by 20 Rodin Eckenroth/Getty Images Selena Gomez pins her long-layer shoulder-length 'make to the side for a retro feel (polka-dots and green shade also lend a hand). Any cut with a blunt circumference will create the illusion of thicker hair than a cut with more texturized or feathered ends.,
says Friese. An all-one length is a good option for thin hair, but it is also versatile. It can be worn straight and slim as well as wavy and tousled, which is very popular right now, she adds. 15 by 20 Mike Marsland/BFC/Getty Images Is anyone more qualified to wear this 70s shag haircut than Georgia May Jagger? We don't think so. Her waterfall layer adds
extra body to this medium-length hairstyle, especially when they are curled back. For fine hair, this look is all about encouraging volume and gentle texture at every step, comments Bolton. On damp hair, apply a volumizing product like Flow Limitless Body Plumping Lotion ($22) to the root to add lifting and a medium-hold texture cream (Verb Sea Texture
Cream, $18) through lengths of definition. Create a middle part and dry hair on the head to 75 percent, flipping the hair upright to dry completely. Finally, using a flat iron, twist the layer from the center of the shaft down to create a small flip on the fringe and gentle waves throughout. The key to styling this look is to keep it unstructured and textured, notes
Bolton. Use your fingers to tousle at the root of the entire wear instead of brushing or combing, which will cause fine hair to lose texture and surface. 16 by 20 Craig Barritt/Getty Images Cara Delevingne one of our go-to sources of hair inspo because she never disappoints. And while many of her best hair moments could be described as bold and bold, this
cut is simple and understated, but just as well makes a statement. Blunt-razored ends flatter by making strands look thick and dense, which is something those with fine hair can usually only dream of. The alternating back-and-forth wave provides dimension and movement. 17 by 20 Jeffrey Mayer/WireImage/Getty Images Emmanuelle Chriqui's shoulderlength haircut looks stylish without trying too hard. A medium cut can help give fine hair the illusion of length and dimension while reducing styling time and providing longer-lasting volume, bolton says. The trick to keeping medium fine hair looking its best is to keep the style simplistic and supported by the right lightweight products. We suggest putting this
style with R+ Co Vicious Strong Hold Flexible Hairspray ($32) after curling hair outwards for a more disheveled look. 18 by 20 Jon Kopaloff/Getty Images Margot Robbie's blunt lob goes polished to rock 'n' roll roll On the red carpet, she walks. Even still, it never looks thin or scraggly, and we think that has to do with her blunt incision, making the ends seem
thicker. Scissored ends showcase texture and versatility in this style, which can be worn modern and angled. A great way to give the illusion of dimension is to create a gentle shadow root effect, notes Bolton. She recommends working with your colorist to do so. Recreating this look is simple. All it takes is to work a little volumizing product through damp hair,
according to Bolton. After air drying, apply a texture spray to dry hair, scrunching throughout, and finish with a spritz of hairspray. 19 by 20 Mike Pont/FilmMagic/Getty Images Parting your hair deep on one side can give the impression of more volume-especially if you tease your hair at the root before combing the top down. Especially when the hair on one
side of the head is more sparse than the other, a side part is a good option, says Friese. When the hair on the thicker side is parted to the thinner side, it will fill this page in a bit to create balance and thicker-looking hair. Ouai Volume Spray ($26) is great for keeping that one side parted. 20 of 20 Steve Granitz/WireImage/Getty Images Ever since she sported
The Rachel back in the 90s, Jennifer Aniston has remained big on face-framing layers. Although there do not appear to be any layers in the back, the front is cut little by little, creating a curtain effect. It's flattering at every angle. Angle.
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